WINAR CONNECTION, INC.
VALUE ADDED DEPARTMENT
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Technology at work for you

Custom Precision Large Cable Cutting

CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS TO THE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES YOU NEED

These semi-custom cut
and strip machines can
process cable from 8
awg (12mm) - 252 MCM

Advanced All-In-One Technology


(37mm). They can also
process multi-conductor

High performance and short

cable up to 325 feet long

setup times


from 6.5 inches at a

Simple operation with state-of-

maximum diameter of 37mm. Our large cutting machines

the-art software and touch

give us the ability to precisely cut and strip wire without

screen


Easy network integration



0.13 to 6 mm² (26 - 10 AWG)



High-quality crimping, sealing,

cutting or damaging any strands. We can also process cable at speeds up 138”/sec, giving us the capability to cut
over 100,000 feet of cable in a single production shift.

Large Lug Crimping

twisting and tinning


Custom Ink Jet Printing

Our large lug crimpers



Cutting and Stripping

tage and great versatil-

give us a large advanity in crimping. These
crimpers have electronics and air boosts to control and maintain speed
and consistency. have 2
different large lug crimpers. We have 6 400 series crimpers along with



Electrical stripping machine for
wires and cables up to 5.5 mm
(0.22") O.D. Strips lengths up to
46 mm (1.81"
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400 Series terminal ranges between 8awg to 2awg



500 Series terminal ranges between 2awg and 252 MCM



Both can crimp insulated and non-insulated terminals



Both have ferrule crimping ability



Both can crimp various manufactured lugs in the industry

CUSTOM CRIMMPING SOLUTIONS
Our Molex crimpers TM-4000
(shown) and TM3000 give us a
superior and accurate crimp. The
TM-4000 is a 4.7
ton press used for insulated and non-insulated
terminals up to 2awg. This is one of our most
versatile machines. The TM-3000 is a 2.7 ton
press that offers similar results just at smaller
wire sizes.
Crimping Core Abilities:



Mini Applicators/Mini Fit



Mini Fit Sr.



MLX Power Connectors



Standard .093



Standard .062



Micro Fit



KK Interconnection System



PICO Blades



SL Modular Connectors

EMPLOYEES
Winar Connection, Inc. is proud to be a family
run organization. We have over 40 fulltime employees. Five of these employee’s have 25 years
of service and another 10 have celebrated their
10 year anniversary. One of our keys to success,
is that our employees care and are always willing
to help a customer.

Custom Bagging/Labeling
Winar Connection, Inc. is
authorized to re-bag electrical products. This gives us
the ability to break down UL
labeled electrical products
from a bag of 1000 to a bag of
100 and still retain the UL
listing. You may find it convenient to purchase even larger quantities of terminals
and cable ties in 100 bag
quantities. They are easier
to store, inventory and distribute to those who need
them.
Recently we have added custom labels to our Value
Added capability. This has
been one of our most successful Value Added attributes. Below
you can see an example of our custom labeling. Winar Connection, Inc. can include on this label many different items including: Your Company Name, Your Company Logo, Manufacturer’s
Part Number, Suggested Strip Length, Suggested Hand Tool or
Die#, Part Quantity, Stock Location, Plant #, Plant Location and
Bar Coding. A bar code scanner can greatly decrease the amount
of time it takes to check inventory, check in new stock or reorder products.
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Wire Harness/Custom Assembly
From single crimps to whole Harnesses, let Winar Connection,
Inc. be your source for wire harnesses and more. With the rising
costs of labor and tooling, often the most cost effective way to
buy your electrical terminals are in a finished product. If your wire harness
needs are predictable, you

Custom Assembly

may want to let us build
your wire harness for you.



Low-Voltage harnesses

Let our highly trained and



High Voltage harnesses

wire harnesses allowing



Battery Cables



Multi-layered harnesses



Fuse Blocks

crimp harnesses including loom, heat shrink and other needs.



Military Connectors/Soldering

We are also capable of doing more complex harnesses including



Braiding capability



Cam-lok Connectors



Kitting/Bagging



Wrap Labels/Hot Stamping/Ink
Jet/Heat Shrink

capable staff build your
you to reallocate your skilled labor force to more important
needs. We are capable of manufacturing a wide range of harnesses, from a single wire two crimp harness to multi wire multi

multiple solder type connectors. All harnesses are tested

and inspected before we ship them out to you.

Flexible Solutions For Your Business Needs
Winar Connection, Inc. is a stocking distributor and also
specializes in
Vendor Maintain
Inventory (VMI)
for many customers. We have over
20,000 sq. ft. of
warehouse space
We take pride in
our ability to strategically maintain our levels of inventory

3623 Brecksville Road
Richfield, Ohio 44286
Main: 330.659.6161
Toll Free: 1.800.237.1947
Fax: 330.659.6999
Website: www.winar.com
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